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Project Summary

01

Insiders publish their transactions on the
SEC website

●
●

●

02

Data collection is the bottleneck

03

Insider information gives trader an
advantage

●
●

●
●
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Economic theory suggests above market returns for insider
information
Transactions must be announced within two days

Millions of transactions need to be scraped and corresponding
stock data downloaded
SEC limits access to 10 requests per second
Running the scraping and calculations on a cloud server
significantly speeds up the process

Insider knowledge, or transaction returns, rise with the rank
Including transaction volume as a proxy for commitment further
improves returns
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Project Structure
focus of this presentation

not part of this semester

Preparation

Obtaining data

Training

Backtesting

Automation

Guided by economic
theory, we asked
questions and imposed
assumptions:

We built a web scraper
and took advantage of
Google Cloud’s
immense computing
power. This allowed us
to process millions of
transactions

We looked at several
statistical models with
different levels of
complexity

To evaluate our trading
strategies we
benchmarked it against
the S&P 500 and
evaluated the most
common key metrics

Future project could
potentially include:

●

●
●

How fast is insider
information
reflected in the
market price?
Why do insiders
sell / buy?
Does information
rise with the
insider’s position
within the firm?

●

●
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continuously
scraping the SEC
website and
looking for new
filings
automatic trading
based on the new
information within
seconds
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Insiders are obliged to file their trades
SEC then publishes the information

Information included

3

SEC Form 4
Statement of Changes in
Beneficial Ownership
must be filed by insiders
(directors, officers, >10%
shareholder)
within two days following the
transaction

The insiders need to report their
relationship to the company,
the type of security, the
transaction volume, the type of
transaction, the price of the
security* and the nature of the
ownership*

2

Independent federal
agency
1

The SEC’s mission is to protect
investors, facilitate capital
formation, and maintain fair,
orderly,, and efficient markets

*not included in our models
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Owners appear to make the best trades

Owners, who also may be officers or directors, outperform other ranks when looking at
returns after 1 week, 1 month, and 2 months.

Not only do they outperform other ranks, they consistently beat the S&P 500 in the
short term and also the long term (with the exception of 2019).
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Replicating Owner Purchases in 2020

Performance curve

Strategy

Performance 2020:
+89.6% (14.58% SP500)

Each week, replicated transactions made by >10%
owners1. Purchases are equally weighted.

Asset
Risk metric

Strategy 1

SP500

89.6

14.58

Annual Volatility in %

35.20

31.12

Average drawdown in %

15.71

15.57

Max. drawdown in %

18.14

19.18

2.54

0.46

Annual Return in %

Sharpe ratio2

1may

also be officer or director
TB as risk free rate

24-week
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Taking Insider’s Corporate Role into Account - Methodology
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Taking Insider’s Corporate Role into Account

Performance curve

Strategy 2

Performance (2017-2021):
+166.82% (107.2% SP500)

●

Additionally, adding weight to the corporate role
of the Insider

Asset
Risk metric

24-week

Strategy 2

SP500

Annual Return in %

21.66

15.74

Annual Volatility in %

20.27

17.96

Average drawdown in %

19.50

17.98

Max. drawdown in %

36.99

31.81

Sharpe ratio2

1.068

0.877

TB as risk-free rate
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Taking Insider’s Corporate Role and
Traded Volume into Account

Performance curve

Strategy 3

Performance (2017-2021):
+196.7% (107.2% SP500)

●

Additionally, adding weight to the corporate role
of the Insider & adjusting for traded volume

Asset
Risk metric

Strategy 3

SP500

Annual Return in %

24.23

15.74

Annual Volatility in %

21.08

17.96

Average drawdown in %

19.24

17.98

36.6

31.81

1.149

0.877

Max. drawdown in %

Sharpe ratio2

24-week

TB as risk-free rate
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Regression Analysis of the Parsed Data

Predictive Variables:
● Officer Classes:
○ CEO/President
○ Chairman
○ CFO
○ COO
○ Other Chief Officer
○ Executive Vice President
○ Senior Vice President
○ Vice President
○ Other
● times asset was traded in last 2 months
● volume traded over the last 2 months
● number of shares directly owned
● linear trend of last month
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Regression Analysis of the Parsed Data
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Thank you!
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